MANIFESTO

I, Shlok Sharma (150020041), if elected as the Sports Secretary of Hostel 7, propose to do the following:

KEY INITIATIVES

- **Player of The Semester** decided by ex-councillors will await a Big Treat at the end of Calendar Year (Movie Theatre, Dinner Party and Hostel Shirts)
- Will organise **Box Cricket League** on Basketball court

FOLLOW-UPS

- Follow up ‘**Player of the GC**’ for each sport irrespective of the final result of the GC
- Follow up to give **Canteen Coupons** to reduce expenditure and increase transparency
- Put up complaint register at the security desk to report about broken equipments that require repair

GENERAL DUTIES

- Publicise GCs and Player of the match through LED in the mess
- Maintain proper 2 **First Aid Kit** issuable for emergencies
- Repair and maintain **Speakers** in gym room and pool room
- **Screening** of important matches of football and cricket on projector in lounge

EQUIPMENTS

- Will ensure the availability of good quality equipment at all times, repair or buy new if necessary, within the budget proposed and cannot be issued without ID card
- Will maintain the present and to-be-bought equipment properly
- Ensure that Gymnasium Machines are working properly

INTRA-HOSTEL ACTIVITIES

- Ensure that the **Permanent Markings** are done in the Volley Ball and Badminton court
- Maintain the Standard of Seven Cricket and Football League
- Set up Flexes and posters to incite enthusiasm among all players of the hostel
- Propose to Install Xbox during Hostel Fest 7UP on rent

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP

- Ensure availability of equipments before the start of every GCs
- Will Conduct **Sports Team Meet** before every GC in which plans and strategies will be made for the upcoming GC
- Ensure that proper refreshment will be provided during all the GC

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER

- Will work with full enthusiasm in key events like PAF, VALFI & other hostel events
- Will work in co-ordination with all the council members

CREDENTIALS AND AWARDS

- **Bronze medal** in Cricket GC and Winner of **Freshie Cricket League**
- Secured 3rd Position in **Seven Premier League**
- Part of Football team in GC (1st Position)

Proposed by: Shrey Nagori  Seconded by: Jatin Kumar